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bstract—Mesoventromedial dopamine neurons projecting
rom themedial ventral tegmental area to the ventromedial shell
f the nucleus accumbens play a role in attributing incentive
alience to environmental stimuli that predict important events,
nd appear to be particularly sensitive to the effects of psycho-
timulant drugs. Despite the observation that these dopamine
eurons make up almost the entire complement of neurons in
he projection, stimulating their cell bodies evokes a fast gluta-
atergic response in accumbens neurons. This is apparently
ue to dopamine neuron glutamate cotransmission, suggested
y the extensive coexpression of vesicular glutamate trans-
orter 2 (VGLUT2) in the neurons. To examine the interplay
etween the dopamine and glutamate signals, we used acute
uasi-horizontal brain slicesmade fromDAT-YFPmice in which
he intact mesoventromedial projection can be visualized. Un-
er current clamp, when dopamine neurons were stimulated
epeatedly, dopamine neuron glutamate transmission showed
opamine-mediated facilitation, solely at higher, burst-firing fre-
uencies. Facilitation was diminished under voltage clamp and
ipped to inhibition by intracellular Cs or GDPS, indicating
hat it was mediated postsynaptically. Postsynaptic facilitation
as D1 mediated, required activation of NMDA receptors and
losure of voltage gated K-channels. When postsynaptic facil-
tation was blocked, D2-mediated presynaptic inhibition be-
ame apparent. These counterbalanced pre- and postsynaptic
ctions determine the frequency dependence of dopamine
odulation; at lower firing frequencies dopaminemodulation is
ot apparent, while at burst firing frequency postsynaptic facil-
tation dominates and dopamine becomes facilitatory. Dopa-
ine neuron glutamate cotransmission may play an important
ole in encoding the incentive salience value of conditioned
timuli that activate goal-directed behaviors, and may be an
mportant subtract for enduring drug-seeking behaviors. © 2009
BRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione; CPP, conditioned place prefer-
nce; CS, conditioned stimulus; CV, coefficient of variation; DA, dopa-
ine; DAT, dopamine transporter; IPR, interpeduncular nucleus rostral
ubnucleus; ml, medial lemniscus; MSN, medium spiny neuron; MT,
edial terminal nucleus of accessory optic tract; nAcc, nucleus accum-
ens; PBS, phosphate-buffered saline; ROI, region of interest; SN, sub-
tantia nigra; TH, tyrosine hydroxylase; VDNGR, VTA DA neuron gluta-t
atergic response; VGLUT, vesicular glutamate transporter; VTA, ventral
egmental area; YFP, yellow-fluorescent protein.
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idbrain dopamine (DA) neurons in the ventral tegmental
rea (VTA) and substantial nigra (SN) project to the striatal
omplex in a topographic pattern; medial VTA DA neurons
roject ventromedially to the nucleus accumbens (nAcc)
hell, while more lateral VTA and SN DA neurons project
orsolaterally to the nAcc core, striatum and prefrontal
ortex (Haber et al., 2000; Ikemoto, 2007). The mesoven-
romedial projection, from the medial VTA to the medial
hell of the nAcc plays a key role in mediating incentive
alience to environmental stimuli predictive of behaviorally
elevant events and appears to be especially sensitive to
he effects of psychostimulant drugs (Everitt and Robbins,
005; Ikemoto, 2007).
The greater sensitivity of the mesoventromedial DA
eurons may arise from the increasingly recognized het-
rogeneity in midbrain DA neurons. There are broader
ifferences between VTA and SN DA neurons and heter-
geneity amonsgt VTA DA neurons (Korotkova et al.,
004; Liss and Roeper, 2007; Brischoux et al., 2009; Ma-
sumoto and Hikosaka, 2009). The pattern of firing of VTA
A neurons differs from that of SN DA neurons (Wolfart et
l., 2001; Liss and Roeper, 2007), as does the pattern of
ene expression (Chung et al., 2005). Unlike SN DA neu-
ons, VTA DA neurons do not show a clear electrophysi-
logical signature (Margolis et al., 2006), arguing further
or heterogeneity. VTA DA neurons can only be identified
y electrophysiological criteria when their projection status
s known (Lammel et al., 2008; Margolis et al., 2008).
eterogeneity is further accentuated by differences in
odulatory afferent input (Cameron et al., 1997; Brischoux
t al., 2009).
A further dimension in heterogeneity is in cotransmitter
xpression. There is evidence that VTA DA neurons use
ABA (Olson and Nestler, 2007) as a cotransmitter, and in
everal DA neuron groups GABA cotransmission is exten-
ive (Gall et al., 1987; Schimchowitsch et al., 1991; Maher
nd Westbrook, 2008). The more medial VTA DA neurons
rojecting to the ventromedial nAcc shell appear to be
istinguished by glutamate cotransmission. Stimulation of
he DA neurons in the medial VTA evokes fast excitatory
esponses in ventromedial nAcc neurons (Chuhma et al.,
004). Restricted retrograde tracer injections in the ven-
romedial nAcc shell reveal that 97% of retrogradely la-
eled neurons immunostain for the DA neuron marker






















































































































N. Chuhma et al. / Neuroscience 164 (2009) 1068–1083 1069he projection is almost exclusively made up of DA neu-
ons, and arguing against the existence of a separate
opulation of non-DAergic glutamatergic neurons.
A significant fraction of these medial VTA DA neurons
oexpress vesicular glutamate transporter 2 (VGLUT2),
oth in their cell bodies and their synaptic varicosities in
he nAcc (Kawano et al., 2006; Descarries et al., 2008),
roviding the anatomical basis for DA neuron glutamate
otransmission. VGLUT2 co-expression is seen in the ma-
ority of DA neurons in culture (Dal Bo et al., 2004); ex-
ression is developmentally regulated and decreases dur-
ng postnatal development, so that in adulthood only about
20% of DA neurons appear to coexpress VGLUT2 (Des-
arries et al., 2008; Mendez et al., 2008). While these
bservations raise questions about the significance of co-
ransmission, the reported incidence may be an underes-
imate since detecting the immunoreactivity of VGLUTs in
ell bodies can be challenging. The basis for DA neuron
lutamate cotransmission was further questioned in a dou-
le in situ hybridization reporting practically no co-expres-
ion of VGLUT2 in VTA DA neurons (Yamaguchi et al.,
007). However, in situ hybridization may be still less sen-
itive than immunocytochemistry; moreover, this report did
ot include the medial VTA, where the highest incidence of
GLUT2 coexpression has been reported (Kawano et al.,
006).
The issue of synaptic heterogeneity further limits the
nterpretation of coexpression data obtained in DA neuron
erminal fields. Immunohistochemical studies of DA neu-
ons in culture (Sulzer et al., 1998; Joyce and Rayport,
000) and in rat brain (Kawano et al., 2006) have shown
hat DA neurons have separate sets of dopaminergic and
lutamatergic terminals. Glutamatergic terminals would
ot have been identified by costaining for TH, or the alter-
ate DA neuron marker vesicular monoamine transporter
VMAT2) so the morphological data supporting DA neuron
lutamate cotransmission in target areas (Kawano et al.,
006; Descarries et al., 2008) likely also underestimate the
ncidence of cotransmission.
In this report, we focused on cotransmission in the
esoventromedial DA neuron projection. We show first by
areful double immunostaining that significant numbers of
he DA neurons giving rise to the projection are immuno-
eactive for VGLUT2, both in juvenile and adult mice. Thus,
ith stimulation in the medial VTA and recording in the
entromedial nAcc shell, we can be confident that evoked
lutamatergic responses are due to DA neuron glutamate
otransmission. Glutamate receptor antagonists block the
ast synaptic actions of ventromedial DA neuron com-
letely, consistent with the now generally accepted view
hat DA neuron actions in target areas are modulatory.
ndeed, we find that DA exerts its actions via modulation of
he glutamatergic response. Analysis of the DA modulation
eveals counterbalanced pre and postsynaptic effects, so
hat at slower firing frequencies DA exerts no net effect,
hile at burst firing frequencies DA facilitates the glutama-
ergic cotransmission. bEXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
AT-YFP mice
nimal procedures followed the guidelines of the National Insti-
utes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals,
nd were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
ommittees of Columbia University and the New York State Psy-
hiatric Institute. A total of 143 mice were used for the physiolog-
cal studies. Mice were genotyped by PCR analysis of genomic
NA from tail samples (see Chuhma et al., 2004, for primer
equences). Electrophysiological studies were conducted in brain
lices made from DAT-YFP mice with fluorescent DA neurons,
aintained on a mixed 129Sv/C57BL6J background. Wild-type
ittermates or mice of similar background were used for immno-
ytochemical studies. DAT-YFP mice were generated by breeding
ATcre/ mice expressing cre from the dopamine transporter
DAT) locus (Zhuang et al., 2005) with ROSA26floxSTOP-YFP re-
orter mice (Srinivas et al., 2001). DATcre/ males were crossed
ith hetero or homozygous ROSA26floxSTOP-YFP females; data
rom pups born to heterozygous or homozygous dams were
ooled, as there were no maternal genotype effects seen in the
ynaptic responses. For some experiments involving current in-
ection into medium spiny neurons (MSNs), where DA neuron
isualization was not required, we used DATcre/ mice; again,
ince there was no difference in the results obtained between the
ingle and double mutants, data were pooled.
mmunocytochemistry
ild-type mice at either 3.5 week (juvenile) or 6 week (adult) were
nesthetized with nembutal (100 mg/kg) and rapidly perfused
ntracardially with chilled phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, in mM:
36.9 NaCl, 2.7 KCl, 1.5 KH2PO4, 8.1 Na2HPO4) containing
.01% v/v of a mixture of ketamine (70 mg/ml) and xylazine (60
g/ml), followed by perfusion with the same solution containing
% paraformaldehyde. The combined use of ice cold perfusate
Geddes et al., 1999) and inclusion of anesthetic in the perfusate
nd fixation solutions (Sulzer et al., 1998) dramatically reduces
xcitotoxicity by limiting glutamate release, presumably improving
mmunocytochemical visualization of synaptic vesicle-related an-
igens such as VGLUT2. Brains were removed and postfixed
vernight at 4 °C in the 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS, cryopro-
ected in a graded series of sucrose solutions (10, 20, then 30%),
nd 50 m coronal or horizontal frozen sections cut (Leica Cryo-
tat). Free-floating sections were washed in PBS, aldehydes
uenched with glycine (100 mM), and non-specific binding
locked with 10% normal donkey serum (Chemicon/Millipore, Te-
ecula, CA, USA) and 0.1% Triton X-100 for 1 h. Sections were
ncubated with primary antiserum against TH (rabbit polyclonal,
:2000; Chemicon/Millipore AB152) and VGLUT2 (mouse mono-
lonal, 1:250, Chemicon/Millipore MAB5504) in PBS containing
.05% Triton X-100 and 2% normal donkey serum, on a shaker at
°C for 24 h. The specificity of the primary antiserum against
GLUT2 has been previously validated by Western blotting (Kas-
ani et al., 2007), and by comparison with other commercially
vailable antisera (Hrabovszky et al., 2006; Wassle et al., 2006;
ashani et al., 2007). Sections were washed and incubated with
pecies-absorbed secondary antibodies conjugated with Fluores-
ein (1:200, Chemicon/Millipore, AP 182F) for TH or CY3 (1:200,
hemicon/Millipore, AP192C) for VGLUT2, mounted in Prolong
old aqueous medium (Invitrogen), cover slipped and stored at
°C till imaging was done.
onfocal image acquisition and analysis
mages were acquired using a LSM 510 confocal laser-scanning
icroscope (Zeiss) equipped with a 488/543 nm primary beam
plitter, using a 488 nm argon laser for fluorescein (500–550 nm


































































































































N. Chuhma et al. / Neuroscience 164 (2009) 1068–10831070ong-pass). Images were taken with either 10 (0.5 NA) or 63 oil
1.25 NA) objectives with a pinhole size between 119 and 123 m
set to maximum 1 Airy unit for each channel and matched for
quivalently thick optical slices) and 1 optical zoom setting, with
-stepping at 0.7 m. For each region of interest, stacks of 10
onfocal sections were acquired; minimally, five sections were
cquired. To minimize or rule out bleed-through between the two
hannels, confocal image stacks were acquired sequentially for
he two color channels. To rule out bleed-through further, addi-
ional images were acquired with less optimized filter sets with
lightly higher (e.g. 585 nm long-pass for CY3 signal) or lower
pectral ranges to establish that the images in the two color
hannels did not change qualitatively; while the resulting images
ere dimmer (with the less optimized filters), the lack of any
ualitative change in the images and colocalization counts argue
urther against bleed-through. Confocal stacks were linearly ad-
usted for levels, contrast and brightness using ImageJ (WS Ras-
and, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA; http://
sb.info.nih.gov/ij/, 1997–2008). Illustrations were prepared from
eries of confocal planes or by z-projecting stacks using maximum
ixel intensities. The z-projected images were downsized to byte
ormat for preparation of plates in Illustrator (Adobe).
Cells were counted in confocal stacks using ImageJ. The
xtent of colocalization was based on strict scoring of cell immu-
oreactivity. For this, each cell was observed in all available
onfocal z-sections and scored as immuno-positive only when the
ytoplasmic and proximal dendritic signal were clearly distinguish-
ble from the surrounding neuropil, based on both morphology
nd fluorescence intensity, and the immuonegative nucleus was
vident in at least two adjacent z-sections. Conservative guide-
ines were followed so as to count cells as immuno-positive only
hen these criteria were met reliably. Following this counting
rotocol, a second observer (blind to the first observer’s results)
erified the results. A total of 556 cells were counted in sections
rom five mice.
rain slice electrophysiology
ATcre/ or DAT-YFP mice (P20–P60) were anesthetized with
etamine (100 mg/kg)/xylazine (15 mg/kg), i.p. After confirmation
f full anesthesia by the lack of a response to paw pressure, mice
ere decapitated. Brains were removed in ice cold high-glucose
rtificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) saturated with carbogen (95%
2; 5% CO2). The composition of the high-glucose aCSF was, in
M: 75 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 26 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 0.7 CaCl2, 2
gCl2 and 100 glucose, adjusted to pH 7.4. The entire brain was
laced ventral surface up, positioned with the base of the brain
riented in the horizontal plane. Successive thin slices were cut
ith a vibrating blade microtome (model NVSLM1 Vibroslice,
orld Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL, USA or a model
T1200S, Leica) till the near rostral extent of the cerebral pe-
uncles and the olfactory bulbs were reached. Then a 500 m
hick slice encompassing the entire mesoaccumbens projection
as cut. When cut correctly, the rostral branches of the anterior
ommissure were seen in the remaining chunk of uncut brain. In
his slice preparation, a small population of coplanar mesoaccum-
ens axons are preserved (Chuhma et al., 2004). The parameters
or preparing the slice are quite stringent; if the angle or level at
hich the slice is cut is just slightly off, fluorescent DA neuron
xons cannot be traced from the VTA to the nAcc, and neither DA
elease nor an excitatory response can be recorded in the nAcc.
he single mesoaccumbens slice obtained from each animal was
ut along the midline so that two experiments could be conducted
er animal. Slices were preincubated in high-glucose aCSF sat-
rated with carbogen for 1 h at room temperature prior to exper-
ments. Slices were then transferred to the recording chamber
submerged, 500 l volume) on the stage of a BX61W fluores-
ence microscope (Olympus), positioned dorsal surface up, and
isualized with a 60 water-immersion objective. 1Evoked synaptic responses were recorded in whole cell
lamp mode fromMSNs in the nAcc. Recordings were made in the
entromedial nAcc shell. MSNs were visualized using enhanced
isible light differential interference contrast (DIC) optics with a
CD camera (model OLY-150; Olympus), and identified by their
haracteristic size and deep resting membrane potential (greater
han 70 mV, Jiang and North, 1991). Recording patch pipettes
ere fabricated from standard wall borosilicate glass capillary with
lament (World Precision Instruments). Pipette resistance was
–8 M for most recordings, but 3–5 M for GDPS recording.
omposition of standard pipette solution was (in mM): 140 K-
luconate, 10 HEPES, 0.1 CaCl2, 2 MgCl2, 1 EGTA, 2 ATP-Na2
nd 0.1 GTP-Na2, pH 7.3. To block unclamped and antidromic
a currents, 5 mM Lidocaine N-ethyl bromide (QX-314, Sigma
ldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was added to the pipette solution.
embrane potentials were corrected off-line for the liquid junction
otential (15 mV). For Cs-based pipette solution, K-gluconate
n the standard pipette solution was replaced with Cs-gluconate.
or GDPS experiment, GTP-Na2 in the standard pipette solution
as replaced with 1–2 mM GDPS tri–lithium salt (Sigma-Al-
rich). The recording chamber was continuously perfused (1 ml/
in) with standard aCSF (in mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 25 NaHCO3,
.25 NaH2PO4, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2 and 25 glucose, pH 7.4, satu-
ated with carbogen, to which was added the selective GABAA
ntagonist SR95531 (Gabazine, 10 M; Tocris Bioscience, Ellis-
ille, MO, USA).
Current clamp recordings were mainly performed with an
xoclamp 2A (Molecular Devices, Union City, CA, USA). Volt-
ge clamp recordings were performed with an Axopatch 200B
Molecular Devices). Holding potential was 85 mV, unless
therwise stated. In experiments comparing current and volt-
ge clamp recordings, current clamp recordings were done
sing the fast current clamp mode of the Axopatch 200B. There
as no appreciable difference in the current clamp recordings
btained with the Axoclamp 2A and the fast current clamp
ode of the Axopatch 200B, so the data were pooled. No series
esistance (20–45 M) compensation was done in synaptic
ecordings to minimize baseline noise. The size and time
ourse of the synaptic response, which was small (30 pA), did
ot change with series resistance compensation (both on-line
nd off-line compensation). For current injection experiments,
he injected current (simulated glutamate synaptic current) was
enerated from a 30-trace average of the synaptic current
voked by 20 Hz stimulation gathered from three cells. For
oltage clamp recording of whole cell K currents, 1 M tetro-
otoxin and 100 M CdCl2 were added to the standard aCSF to
lock Na-channels and Ca2 channels, respectively; the con-
entration of CaCl2 was reduced to 0.5 mM and that of MgCl2
ncreased to 2 mM. Series resistance was compensated online
y 75%–80%, and 10 mV voltage steps (300 ms duration, from
140 mV to 40 mV) were applied from 80 mV.
Amphotericin B perforated patch recording was done to obvi-
te washout issues. Recording pipettes (2–4 M) were tip filled
ith Amphotericin-free K-gluconate solution and back filled with
mphotericin K-gluconate solution, containing 240 g/ml Am-
hotericin B (Sigma-Aldrich) in K-gluconate internal solution
ithout QX314.
timulation
A neurons in the VTA were identified by yellow-fluorescent pro-
ein (YFP) fluorescence (EYFP filter, Omega Optical, Brattleboro,
T, USA). A focal bipolar tungsten stimulus electrode (tip diameter
5 m, tip separation 400 m, World Precision Instruments) was
laced on the medial rostral edge of the VTA, at the exit of the
edian forebrain bundle, close to the midline, to avoid activation
f cortical efferent fibers in the internal capsule. Quasi-single
ulse stimulation was delivered in a high-frequency train of three





















































































































N. Chuhma et al. / Neuroscience 164 (2009) 1068–1083 1071echnologies, West Warwick, RI, USA) via a BSI-950 stimulus
solation unit (Dagan, Minneapolis, MN, USA). Slow stimulation at
.2 Hz (of quasi-single pulses) was delivered continuously. For
igher frequency stimulation (1, 4, 10 and 20 Hz), trains of five
ulses were delivered under computer control with a 1 min inter-
rain interval, to avoid effects of the residual DA released by the
receding train. For local stimulation of the mesoaccumbens fi-
ers, focal stimulation (also quasi-single pulses) was delivered
300 m caudal to the recorded cell, at the point where the fibers
nter the nAcc. Stimulus intensities were kept below 200 A to
imit current spread. Most experiments were done at room tem-
erature (22–24 °C). For experiments addressing whether a direct
A signal might be revealed at physiological temperatures, the
ecording chamber solution was warmed to 32–34 °C (TC 344B,
arner Instruments).
rugs
R95531 (Gabazine), ()-quinpirole, sulpiride, SCH23390, D-()-2-
mino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (APV), 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxa-
ine-2,3-dione (CNQX), ()-MK-801 (dizocilpine) and scopol-
mine were obtained from Tocris Bioscience. Nomifensine, DA;
KF81950, QX-314 and GDPS were obtained from Sigma-Al-
rich. GDPS internal solution was prepared freshly from powder
ust before recording. Stock solutions (500–1000x) were stored at
20 °C prior to use and discarded at the end of the day. Ascorbic
cid (10 M) was included in DA solutions to retard oxidization.
rug concentrations used were the minimum necessary to obtain
ull action within 10 min, given the diffusion times in thick slices
500 m).
ataset
total of 140 MSNs with intact connections were recorded in
ur studies of mesoaccumbens synaptic connections. To find con-
ections, the stimulus electrode was placed as described above,
nd not moved; successive recordings were obtained from
SNs until a connection was found. Slices were discarded if no
onnection was found after recording from 12 MSNs. If record-
ngs were unstable or connections were weak (less than 10 pA)
r unreliable, the data were also discarded. On average, we
ecorded from nine MSNs until a usable connection was found.
total of 36 cells were used in the postsynaptic current injec-
ion studies. To address whether the glutamate cotransmission
ersists in adulthood, we recorded separately from a juvenile
roup (P20–P34) and a mature group (P42–P60) of mice. The
ge range for the mature group was based on observations that
ost of the transition from immature behavior pattern to the
ature one happens around P42 (Spear, 2000). Since there
as no apparent developmental difference in the DA modula-
ion of the synaptic responses between the juvenile and mature
roups, the data were pooled.
ata analysis
lectrophysiological recordings were filtered at 5 kHz using a
-pole Bessel filter, and digitized (ITC-16 Interface, Instrutech,
ort Washington, NY, USA) at 100 s intervals for 0.2 Hz stimu-
ation and at 200 s intervals for the other stimulus protocols,
sing Pulse Control 4.7 (Richard J. Bookman, University of Miami,
iami, FL, USA; HEKA/InstruTech, Baltimore, NY, USA) running
nder Igor Pro 4.04 (WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego, OR, USA) on a
ower Macintosh (Apple, Cupertino, CA, USA). Further analysis
as done using Igor Pro and Axograph 3.6 (Molecular Devices).
o improve the presentation of synaptic responses in the figures,
timulus artifacts were truncated. For responses to train stimula-
ion, the average amplitude of the response to the second to fifth
ulses was measured from the pre-stimulus baseline; we made
he assumption that the response to the first pulse was not subject wo the effects of coreleased DA. For postsynaptic current injection
xperiments, the average amplitude of the response to all five
timuli was measured (since there was no DA corelease). Drug
ffects were expressed as the percent of the preceding control
esponse (% control).
To confirm presynaptic DA effects, we performed a fluctuation
nalysis of EPSC amplitude (Clements and Silver, 2000), mea-
uring the coefficient of variation (CV). With a simple binomial






here  is the mean and  the standard deviation of EPSC
mplitude, n is the number of presynaptic release sites, and p is
he release probability for a single vesicle. This CV method allows
or discrimination of pre- or postsynaptic modulation, at relatively
ow release probability synapses; the method cannot, however,
etect whether the presynaptic change is due to a change in
elease probability or in the number of release sites. The gluta-
atergic responses we studied were small in amplitude, with a
elatively large fluctuation and a high failure rate (5%), even
ncluding cells with low failure rates, making them amenable to CV
nalysis. In cells with stable responses and lower failure rates, we
ollected 50 consecutive traces before and after drug application.
Statistical analyses were done in Statview 5.01 (SAS Institute,
.Cary, NC, USA). Data are reported as meanSEM, unless
therwise stated.
RESULTS
H and VGLUT2 colocalization in the VTA DA
eurons
o evaluate the cellular basis for DA neuron glutamate
otransmission, we first immunostained medial ventral
idbrain sections for the DA neuron marker TH and for
GLUT2 (Fig. 1). It is well known that induction of VGLUT
xpression is sufficient to confer a glutamatergic pheno-
ype (Takamori et al., 2000). Previous work (Kawano et al.,
006; Mendez et al., 2008) has shown that DA neurons
xpress VGLUT2, but not VGLUT1 or VGLUT3 (Mendez et
l., 2008). We validated the VGLUT2 antiserum used
ased on subcellular and regional staining patterns (see
ig. S1, S2 in the Supplemental Information). In juvenile
ouse (3.5 week old), low magnification views (Fig. 1A)
evealed extensive overlap in cellular staining for TH and
GLUT2. At higher magnification (Fig. 1B1), most cells
ere immunoreactive for both TH and VGLUT2. Further
nlargement of a region of interest in a confocal z-series
Fig. 1B2) showed that the subcellular distribution of TH
nd VGLUT2 immunoreactivity was cytoplasmic; in addi-
ion, punctate VGLUT2 immunoreactivity was seen in the
europil, presumably in afferent synaptic terminals. Some
euronal cell bodies were decorated with clearly distin-
uishable puncta of VGLUT2 staining (Fig. S1). Occa-
ional TH/VGLUT2 cells were evident (arrows, Fig.
B2). In juvenile mice (n2 mice), 79% of all immunopo-
itive cells in the medial VTA (n208 cells counted) were
H/VGLUT2, 6% were TH/VGLUT2 and 15% were
H/VGLUT2. In adult mice (n3 mice), 48% of immu-
oreactive cells (n348 cells) were TH/VGLUT2, 40%
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ig. 1. VGLUT2 immunoreactivity in VTA DA neurons. To assess th
tained for the DA neuron marker TH (green) and for VGLUT2 (red). Co
or the confocal z-series in B2. (A) In a low magnification (10x) view fr
rom a juvenile mouse, many DA neurons are visualized by TH immun
s evident in the merged image (right panel; colocalization appears yell
eurons are also immunopositive for VGLUT2. (B2) Expanding the regio
as used for cell counts) reveals two patterns of VGLUT2 immunorea
fferent terminals. In this ROI, there were five neurons, three TH/VG
TA section from an adult mouse, most neurons are TH/VGLUT2
H/VGLUT2neuron. MT, medial terminal nucleus of accessory optieurons were VGLUT2 immunoreactive, and only a minor- n
ty of immunoreactive neurons were solely VGLUT2 immu-
20 µm
11p10.2764




itter status of VTA DA neurons, VTA sections were double immuno-
eries of 5–10 sections were acquired; z-projections are shown, except
izontal section (rostral is towards the top and the midline to the right)
ty (left panel). Most also immunostain for VGLUT2 (middle panel), as
At higher magnification (63x, same section), most TH immunoreactive
est (ROI) outlined in (B1), and showing the individual confocal sections
ytoplasmic and punctate; punctate immunoreactivity is most likely in
nd two TH/ VGLUT2 (arrows). (C) In a higher power (63x) coronal
owhead denotes a TH/VGLUT2neuron, and the arrow denotes a







































































































N. Chuhma et al. / Neuroscience 164 (2009) 1068–1083 1073A release in the medial shell of the nAcc had no
ast synaptic actions
o study DA neuron synaptic actions, we made thick,
ppropriately canted horizontal slices from DAT-YFP mice
ith fluorescent DA neurons (Zhuang et al., 2005) encom-
assing the mesoventromedial projection. The GABAA se-
ective antagonist SR95531 (10 M) was continuously ap-
lied in all experiments to eliminate GABAergic signals.
nder these conditions (as we observed previously, Chu-
ma et al., 2004), stimulating a small number of DA neu-
ons in the medial VTA evoked a fast excitatory response
n MSNs in the ventromedial nAcc shell. This excitatory
esponse was glutamatergic, as it was completely blocked
y the AMPA/kainite antagonist CNQX (Fig. 2A). To look
ore carefully for direct postsynaptic actions of released
A, we enhanced DA effects with the DA uptake blocker
omifensine (10 M; Fig. 2A), and stimulated DA neurons
t 20 Hz to mimic burst firing and maximize DA output (viz.
uaud-Chagny et al., 1992). Under both current clamp
Fig. 2A1) and voltage clamp (Fig. 2A2), the excitatory
esponse was blocked completely by CNQX (n8 cells).
A neurons thus do not appear to elicit subsecond IPSCs
n the nAcc, as they do in the VTA (Beckstead et al., 2004;
andecasteele et al., 2008). However, it was possible that
e missed a direct DA action as a consequence of having
ut the axons of many DA neurons while making the me-
oaccumbens slice (we have estimated that 5% of DA
euron axons remain intact based on the magnitude of
oltammetrically-detectable DA release with VTA stimula-
ion, Chuhma et al., 2004).
To activate more DA neuron inputs, we stimulated DA
euron axons where they enter the nAcc (Fig. 2B). This
enerated fast excitatory synaptic responses with a time
ourse very similar to the responses evoked by the medial
TA stimulation, but larger in amplitude (6.32.0 mV,
6.16.0 pA, n8 cells for VTA stimulation, 20.63.9 mV,
29.031.1 pA, n10 for local stimulation). This stimula-
ion also generated DA release, confirmed by enhance-
ent of the excitatory responses by nomifensine. Since
he local stimulation activated multiple inputs, we used a
ocktail of CNQX, MK-801 (NMDA antagonist, 10 M),
GP55845 (GABAB antagonist, 3 M), scopolamine (mus-
arinic antagonist, 1 M), and SR95531 to isolate the
irect postsynaptic actions of DA. As with VTA stimulation,
he DA response sparing antagonist cocktail blocked the
xcitatory response with local stimulation, under both cur-
ent (Fig. 2B1) and voltage clamp (Fig. 2B2; n10 cells).
hus, the lack of a postsynaptic DA-mediated subsecond
esponse was not an artifact of having severed many DA
euron axons during sectioning, but was due rather to the
act that in the nAcc synaptically-released DA has no di-
ect, fast effect on postsynaptic ion channels.
The fast synaptic response was completely blocked by
NQX in juvenile (P20–P34) and mature (P42–P60) slices,
oth at room temperature and at near physiological temper-
ture (32–33 °C, see Supplementary Information Fig. S3),
howing further that the lack of a subsecond DA action in the
Acc was not due to immaturity of DA neuron synapses or to dub-physiological recording temperature. Thus, the fast syn-
ptic actions of mesoventromedial DA neurons evoked by
TA stimulation appear to be glutamatergic. Henceforth, we
efer to this excitatory synaptic signal as the VTA DA neuron
lutamatergic response (VDNGR).
requency-dependence of DA modulation of the
DNGR
resumably then, the actions of DA in the mesoventrome-
ig. 2. Fast DA neuron actions in the nAcc are glutamatergic. (A) VTA
timulation. Activating a small number of DA neurons with focal stim-
lation in the VTA produced a fast excitatory response in the recorded
SN (grey traces), recorded either under current (A1) or voltage
lamp (A2). To increase sensitivity for the detection of small DA
euron-evoked responses, DA effects were enhanced with the re-
ptake inhibitor nomifensine (10 M; thick black traces). Despite the
nhanced DA effect, the AMPA antagonist CNQX (40 M; thin black
races) completely blocked the fast synaptic response, revealing no
ubsecond DA actions. All control records, in this and subsequent
gures were obtained under continuous GABAA receptor blockade
SR95531, 10 M); records shown are the averages of five traces. (B)
ocal stimulation in the nAcc, recorded from a different neuron. DA
euron axons were activated by focal stimulation, delivered about 300
m caudal to the recorded MSN at the border of the nAcc. Stimulus
ntensity was minimized to avoid direct activation of postsynaptic ion
hannels by current spread. Stimulus intensity for local stimulation
anged from 0.1–0.2 mA (more intense stimulation produced an arti-
act that distorted the evoked response); VTA stimulation ranged from
–2 mA (which evoked a maximal response). Application of nomi-
ensine (10 M, black traces) again produced an enhancement of the
esponse, confirming that the stimulation activated DA neuron axons.
hen DAergic actions were isolated by blocking all other likely neuro-
ransmitter actions with a cocktail (thin black traces) of: CNQX (40
M), MK-801 (NMDA antagonist, 10 M), CGP55845 (GABAB antag-
nist, 3 M), and scopolamine (muscarinic antagonist, 1 M). Under
ither current (B1) or voltage clamp (B2), the response to the local
timulation was completely blocked, revealing no subsecond DAergic























































second to fifth stimulation pulses (right). Since the protocol for 0.2 Hz




















N. Chuhma et al. / Neuroscience 164 (2009) 1068–10831074f the VDNGR, we stimulated medial VTA DA neurons at
ve frequencies: 0.2, 1, 4, 10 and 20 Hz (Fig. 3), corre-
ponding to the range of firing frequencies of DA neurons
ecognized in vivo, namely, 0.2 Hz relatively quiescent, 4
z tonic firing, 20 Hz burst firing, with intermediate fre-
uencies, 1 H and 10 Hz. We expected to see evidence of
requency-dependent DA release, as slices from the nAcc
hell (in contrast to those from the dorsal striatum) show
ncreased DA tone with 4 Hz stimulation and a surge in DA
elease with 20 Hz burst frequency stimulation (Zhang et
l., 2009b). Stimulation was applied as a five-pulse train,
xcept for 0.2 Hz stimulation where 10 pulses were
ollected. Train stimulation was delivered at 1 min inter-
als to allow the residual effects of the DA released by
he preceding train to dissipate (viz. Schmitz et al.,
003). Given that the onset of DA action is typically in
he range of 20 ms (Schmitz et al., 2003; Vande-
asteele et al., 2008), the first pulse in the train should
ot be subject to modulation by simultaneously released
A. Therefore, we measured the average peak ampli-
ude of the responses to the second to fifth pulses in
ach train; results were expressed as percent of the
ontrol response preceding drug application (see Meth-
ds). As noted previously, SR95531 (10 M) was in-
luded in the perfusate to block GABAA actions of puta-
ive non-DAergic mesoaccumbens neurons and anti-
romic activation of inter-MSN GABAergic connection
Guzman et al., 2003; Taverna et al., 2008).
To discern the intrinsic modulatory effects of DA on the
DNGR, we blocked DA action with the combined appli-
ation of SCH23390 (D1 antagonist, 10 M) and sulpiride
D2 antagonist, 10 M). With slower frequency stimulation
nder current clamp, DA receptor blockade had no effect
n EPSP amplitude (Fig. 3A1; 0.2 Hz, 93.411.5%, n7
ells, P0.55; 1 Hz, 95.211.7%, n6 cells; 10 Hz,
9.68.9%, n7 cells, P0.26, one-sample t-test). Mea-
uring the peak amplitude of the second to fifth EPSPs,
here was a suggestion of a weak facilitatory DA effect at 4
z (tonic firing frequency), but this was not significant
110.57.3%, n8 cells, P0.17). With 20 Hz (burst firing
requency) stimulation, DA receptor blockade revealed sig-
ificant inhibition (	5%) (Fig. 3A1, 81.61.6%, n11
alues for first pulse and second to fifth pulses for 0.2 Hz stimulation
ere the same. The changes after DA receptor blockade (open sym-
ols) or DAT blockade (closed symbols) are expressed as a percent of
he preceding control responses. Gray dashed lines indicate no
hange from control (100% of control). Numbers of recorded cells are
n parentheses. Points were connected by polynomial curve fitting;
hen error bars overlapped, only one side of the bar is shown. DA
odulation was only significant (** P0.01, one-sample t-test) with 20
z stimulation. DA antagonists and DAT blockade had opposite ef-
ects. (C) Frequency dependency of the VDNGR depends on DA.
nder conditions of full DA receptor blockade (open circles, dashed
ine), the VDNGR, measured as the average amplitudes of the second
o fifth EPSCs, showed no frequency dependence. In contrast, with
hysiological DA (control condition, gray circles and line) or with
nhanced DA effects (DAT blockade, closed circles, black solid line)
he frequency dependence became significant (one-way factorial
NOVA). ** indicates 20 Hz stimulation is significantly different fromig. 3. Frequency dependence of DA modulation of the VDNGR. (A)
he VDNGR was evoked at 0.2, 1, 4, 10 and 20 Hz in MSNs by VTA
timulation, under current clamp. Traces for 4 Hz (left) and 20 Hz
right) stimulation are shown (stimulus timing is indicated beneath the
races); control traces (gabazine only) are shown in grey. (A1) Block-
ng DA action with SCH23390 (D1 antagonist, 10 M) and sulpiride
D2 antagonist, 10 M, black traces) inhibited the VDNGR at 20 Hz
electively. Sample traces recorded from two different cells in different
lices are shown. (A2) Inhibition of DA reuptake with nomifensine (10
M, black traces) had variable effects at 4 Hz and enhanced the
lutamatergic response at 20 Hz. (B) Summary of frequency depen-
ence of DA modulation of the VDNGR. We compared the response to
he first stimulation pulse (left), and the average response to the.2, 1 or 4 Hz stimulation, and * indicates 20 Hz is significantly different















































































































N. Chuhma et al. / Neuroscience 164 (2009) 1068–1083 1075ells, P0.0099); inhibition was evident in nine of the 11
ells. In contrast, the effects of DA receptor blockade on
he first EPSP were so variable that there was no signifi-
ant effect at any stimulus frequency (Fig. 3B, left; 1 Hz,
00.021.1%, n6 cells, P0.99; 4 Hz, 92.67.5%, n8
ells, P0.33; 10 Hz, 111.819.3%, n7 cells, P0.53;
0 Hz, 97.812.2%, n11 cells, P0.86).
To confirm that the modulation was due to DA release,
A action was selectively enhanced with DAT blocker
omifensine (10 M). This increased the average ampli-
ude of the second to fifth EPSP with 20 Hz stimulation
Fig. 3A2; 128.06.3%, n19 cells, P0.0002), but had
o effect at the slower stimulation frequencies (Fig. 3B,
eft; 0.2 Hz, 98.98.7%, n15 cells, P0.90; 1 Hz,
01.111.6%, n7 cells, P0.93; 10 Hz, 102.23.8%,
6 cells, P0.58). There was the suggestion of a weak
nhibitory effect at 4 Hz, but this was not significant
91.87.6%, n15 cells, P0.29). Similarly, the effects of
AT blockade on the first pulse EPSP, which appeared to
ave weak facilitatory effects (Fig. 3A), were so varied that
o significance was observed at any stimulus frequency
Fig. 3B; 1 Hz, 89.410%, n7 cells, P0.35; 4 Hz,
07.419.2%, n15 cells, P0.69; 10 Hz, 97.25.5%,
6 cells, P0.63; 20 Hz, 115.811.0%, n19 cells,
0.14). Presumably unreliability of effects on the first
PSP had to do with the variability in concurrent DA re-
ease or variability in residual DA remaining from the pre-
ious stimulation, so we use only the average amplitude of
he second to fifth pulse for testing drug effects in subse-
uent experiments. In a plot of the average amplitude of
he second to fifth EPSPs versus stimulus frequency (Fig.
B), DA receptor blockade and DAT blockade (DA en-
ancement) had opposite effects at all stimulus frequen-
ies. The principal effect of co-released DA was facili-
ation at burst firing frequency (20 Hz), while there was
he suggestion of weak inhibition at lower firing frequen-
ies.
To see whether there was any underlying plasticity in
he VDNGR itself, DA effects were blocked with a cock-
ail of SCH23390 and sulpiride (Fig. 3C). The absolute
mplitude of the average of the 2nd to 5th pulse EPSPs
id not show any dependence on firing frequency (0.2 Hz,
.10.7 mV, n23 cells; 1 Hz, 2.91.4 mV, n6; 4 Hz,
.41.1 mV, n8; 10 Hz, 4.91.8 mV, n7; 20 Hz,
.61.2 mV, n11; P0.64, F0.64, one-way factorial
NOVA). In contrast, with physiological DA (the control
ondition), the VDNGR showed significant frequency de-
endence (0.2 Hz, 3.61.7 mV, n7 cells; 1 Hz, 4.21.1
V, n13; 4 Hz, 4.40.6 mV, n24, 10 Hz, 6.81.3 mV,
13; 20 Hz, 7.60.7 mV, n31; P0.0014, F4.77,
ne-way factorial ANOVA), and with enhanced DA, the
DNGR showed still greater frequency dependence (0.2
z, 3.90.7 mV, n15 cells; 1 Hz, 4.11.0 mV, n7; 4
z, 3.80.6 mV, n15; 10 Hz, 8.61.9 mV, n6; 20 Hz,
.01.0 mV, n19 cells; P0.0001, F9.38, one-way
actorial ANOVA). Thus, the frequency dependence of the
DNGR is principally due to DA modulation. sostsynaptic manipulation eliminated
requency-dependent facilitation
e used voltage clamp and Cs-based pipette solutions
o block postsynaptic actions selectively. Under voltage
lamp, we recorded the VDNGR at the three key stimulus
requencies identified under current clamp, namely 0.2 Hz
no DA modulation), 4 Hz (possible DA-mediated inhibi-
ion), and 20 Hz (DA-mediated facilitation). Unless other-
ise noted, henceforth drug effects are reported as the
ercent of the average amplitude of the second to fifth
esponses. At 0.2 Hz, there was no DA modulation (Fig.
A1, B; 102.37.6%, n14 cells, P0.76, one-sample
-test) as well as under current clamp, but the inhibition
t 4 Hz became significant (85.75.3%, n13 cells,
0.016). At 20 Hz, the facilitatory effects diminished and
ere no longer statistically significant (110.77.3%, n17
ells, P0.15). When voltage clamp recordings were done
ith a Cs-gluconate intracellular solution, the DA effect at
0 Hz switched to inhibition (Fig. 4A2, 4 B; 76.43.7%,
13 cells, P0.0001), and the inhibition at 4 Hz re-
ained significant (82.86.3%, n13 cells, P0.014),
hile no effect was observed at 0.2 Hz (95.27.3%, n13
ells, P0.51). All cells recorded (n13) showed signifi-
ant inhibition with stimulation at 20 Hz. Apparently,
ostsynaptic depolarization and activation of voltage-gated
 channels were involved in mediating the facilitation.
ostsynaptic blockade of facilitation revealed frequency-
ependent inhibition, which was presumably mediated pr-
synaptically.
The pattern of DA modulation was not changed in adult
	6 week old) animals (Fig. 4C). As in juvenile animals,
acilitation was only significant at 20 Hz stimulation under
urrent clamp recording (128.311.0%, n7, P0.032,
ne-sample t-test), and not significant at 0.2 Hz
99.012.2%, n7, P0.93) and 4 Hz (97.59.3%, n7,
0.78) or under voltage clamp with K-based pipette
olution (0.2 Hz, 98.36.1%, n5, P0.77; 4 Hz,
2.08.7%, n4, P0.37; 20 Hz, 115.619.7%, n5,
0.43). Under voltage clamp with a Cs-based pipette
olution, a significant inhibition in the VDNGR was ob-
erved only with 20 Hz stimulation (83.45.9%, n5,
0.012), but not at 0.2 Hz (95.19.9%, n5, P0.61) or
Hz (87.919.8%, n5, P0.39). There was no differ-
nce in the modulation between juvenile and adult animals
K-current clamp, F0.027, P0.87; K-voltage clamp,
0.49, P0.50; Cs-voltage clamp, F0.91, P0.36,
epeated measure ANOVA). These results suggest that
A modulation is nearly mature at 3 weeks of age.
resynaptic inhibition is D2 mediated
o show that the DA inhibition of the VDNGR was medi-
ted presynaptically, we blocked postsynaptic DA receptor
ctions with intracellular G-protein inhibitor GDPS (1–2
M), added to the K-gluconate pipette solution (Fig. 5A).
nder current clamp with 20 Hz stimulation, DAT blockade
as inhibitory (84.76.0%, n14 cells, P0.023, one-
ample t-test). This was reversed by the D2 antagonist





































































response was examined at 0.2, 4 and 20 Hz under current clamp






N. Chuhma et al. / Neuroscience 164 (2009) 1068–10831076ells, P0.025, unpaired t-test between nomifensine only
nd nomifensinesulpiride), but not by the D1 antagonist
CH23390 (10 M; Fig. 5A1, right panel; 89.510.6%,
5 cells, P0.69, unpaired t-test between nomifensine
nly and nomifensineSCH23390). These observations
uggest that the inhibitory action of DA was mediated
resynaptically via D2-like receptors.
To explore this further, we measured the effect of D1
nd D2 agonists on the coefficient of variation of EPSC
mplitude (Fig. 5B). While this method can distinguish
re-versus postsynaptic modulation, it cannot distinguish
etween a change in release probability versus a change
n the number of release sites (Clements and Silver, 2000).
oltage clamp recordings were done with a Cs-based
ipette solution (to block postsynaptic facilitatory effects),
nd continuous stimulation at 0.2 Hz. Bath application of
he D2 agonist quinpirole (5 M) reduced average EPSC
mplitude (Fig. 5B1, left, 5B2; 73.27.8%, n6 cells,
0.013, one-sample t-test), while application of the D1-
gonist SKF81297 (4 M) had no effect (Fig. 5B1, right,
B2; 107.55.7%, n6 cells, P0.10). The coefficient of
ariation of EPSC amplitude increased after D2 agonist
pplication (Fig. 5B3, left; control 0.430.08, D2 agonist
.580.09, n6 cells, P0.002, paired t-test), while it did
ot change after D1 agonist application (Fig. 5B3, right;
ontrol 0.500.09, D1 agonist 0.520.08, n6 cells,
0.37, paired t-test). Thus, synaptically released DA in-
ibits the VDNGR via presynaptic D2 action. DA neuron
erminals bear D2, and not D3 or D4 receptors (Schmitz et
l., 2002), so the inhibition was presumably D2 autorecep-
or mediated.
ostsynaptic facilitation is D1 mediated
ince postsynaptic Cs or GDPS switched the effect of
AT blockade on the VDNGR from facilitation to inhibition,
acilitation was presumably mediated postsynaptically. To
ddress this, we bypassed the substrate for presynaptic
odulation by injecting a simulated VDNGR current, which
as made by averaging EPSCs recorded from three MSNs
ith 20 Hz stimulation. Under current clamp, we delivered
he simulated VDNGR every 20 s and examined the effects
f bath-applied DA agonists (Fig. 6). We measured the
eak amplitude of the five-pulse response (since there was
o activity-dependent DA release). DA (10 M) reliably
acilitated the simulated mesoventromedial glutamate syn-
ptic current (Fig. 6A, top left, 6B; 111.32.2%, n12
ells, P0.0003, one sample t-test); facilitation was evi-
ent in nine of the 12 cells. The D1-agonist SKF81297 (4
M) facilitated the simulated mesoventromedial glutamate
urrent (Fig. 6A, top right, 6B; 113.24.0%, n11 cells,
0.008), while the D2-agonist quinpirole (5 M) had no
ffect (Fig. 6A, bottom right, 6B; 104.02.5%, n10 cells,
0.35). Adding the D2-agonist together with the D1-
ircles) and voltage clamp with Cs-based pipette solution (open
iamonds). The control level (i.e. no effect) is indicated by a dashed
ray line. Numbers of recorded cells are shown in parentheses.ig. 4. DA modulation of the VDNGR under voltage clamp. (A) The
DNGR was evoked at 0.2, 4 and 20 Hz, under voltage clamp (holding
otential 85 mV), with a K-based (A1) or Cs-based (A2) intracel-
ular solution. Control traces (gabazine only) are shown in gray and
AT blockade (nomifensine, 10 M) traces in black. Under voltage
lamp, DAT blockade had no effect on the VDNGR. When K currents
ere blocked with intracellular Cs, DAT blockade produced signifi-
ant inhibition of the VDNGR. (B) Comparison of frequency depen-
ence of DA modulation of the VDNGR in juvenile animals (P20–P34)
nder current clamp with K-based intracellular solution (K-current
lamp; data shown were re-plotted from previous figure), voltage
lamp with K-based intracellular solution (K-voltage clamp), and
oltage clamp with Cs-based pipette solution (Cs-voltage clamp).
nder voltage clamp, with intracellular Cs, DA action significantly
nhibited the VDNGR (** P0.01, one sample t-test). (C) Frequency
ependency of DA modulation in adult animals (P42–P60). DAT
lockade (nomifensine 10 M) effect on the VTA glutamatergicindicates P0.05, one-sample t-test. Both juvenile (B) and adult (C)





















































points obtained under control and after agonist application for the
same cells; the analysis was done on 50 consecutive traces.
N. Chuhma et al. / Neuroscience 164 (2009) 1068–1083 1077gonist produced similar facilitation to the D1-agonist
lone (Fig. 6A top right, 6B; 119.75.1%, n9 cells,
0.005). There was no significant difference between the
ffects of the D1-agonist alone as compared to the com-
ination (n8 cells, P0.32, paired t-test). Thus, DA facil-
tates the VDNGR via D1-like receptors. Since there are
ew D5 receptors (the other member of the D1-like receptor
amily) in the nAcc (Nicola et al., 2000), the facilitatory
ffect was likely D1 mediated. The D1 agonist produced
acilitation in 8 of the 11 cells, while the cocktail of D1- and
2-agonists produced facilitation in 7 of the 9 cells. While
he MSNs that did not respond to DA agonists might have
een subject to more extensive washout of intracellular
ignaling molecules, we found no difference in whole cell and
mphotericin B perforated patch recordings of DA modula-
ion of membrane currents (n6 cells each, P0.78, un-
aired t-test). Presumably, the non-responsive cells do not
xpress D1 receptors (see Discussion).
ig. 6. D1-mediated postsynaptic facilitation of the VDNGR. To iso-
ate postsynaptic DA effects, a current simulating the DA neuron
lutamate synaptic current with 20 Hz stimulation (bottom left, in A)
as injected every 20 s under current clamp. The injected current was
btained by averaging 30 voltage clamp traces from three cells. (A)
races show that application of DA (10 M, top right) or D1 agonist
SKF81297, 4 M, top left, thick black trace) produced facilitation.
ddition of D2 agonist (quinpirole, 5 M, top left, thin black trace) had
o further effect. Similarly, application of D2 agonist alone (bottom
ight) had no effect. Control traces are in grey; 10 traces were aver-ig. 5. D2-mediated presynaptic inhibition of the VDNGR. (A)
ostsynaptic DA actions were blocked with intracellular GDPS (1–2
M) in order to examine presynaptic DA modulation. Under current
lamp (A1), DAT blockade (thick black lines) revealed DA inhibition.
his was reversed by application of a D2 antagonist (sulpiride, 10 M,
eft, thin black line), but not a D1 antagonist (SCH23390, 10 M, right,
hin black line). Control traces are in grey; 10 traces were averaged.
ummary data (A2) show DAT blockade (left) produced significant
nhibition (* P0.05, one-sample t-test), which was reversed by D2
middle), but not D1 antagonist (right) application; † between DAT and
AT  D2 bars indicates P0.05, unpaired-t-test). Data from D1 and
2 antagonists were obtained in separate experiments. (B) Agonist
harmacology under voltage clamp and with intracellular Cs, to block
ostsynaptic DA actions completely. The VDNGR was evoked with 0.2
z stimulation, to avoid residual DA effects. (B1) The VDNGR was
nhibited by D2 agonist (quinpirole, 5 M, left), but not by D1 agonist
SKF81297, 4 M, right panel); 20 traces were averaged. (B2) Sum-
ary data show D2 agonist effects were significant (open bar,
P0.05, one-sample t-test), while D1 agonist effects were not
closed bar). (B3) A coefficient of variation analysis of the VDNGR with
2 agonist (left, open circles) and D1 agonist (right, closed circles)
onfirmed that the D2 modulation was presynaptic. Lines connect dataged. (B) Summary of DA agonist effects. Numbers of recorded cells





















































N. Chuhma et al. / Neuroscience 164 (2009) 1068–10831078ostsynaptic facilitation depends on postsynaptic
epolarization and involves NMDA receptors
oth our current and voltage clamp recordings showed that
ostsynaptic depolarization was required for the facilitatory
ffects of DA on the VDNGR. To examine this further, we
voked EPSCs with 20 Hz burst stimulation at more depo-
arized holding potentials and compared the effects of DAT
lockade (nomifensine, 10 M) and DA receptor blockade
SCH23390, 10 M, and sulpiride, 10 M). DAT blockade
Fig. 7A1, top) had no significant effect at a hyperpolarized
embrane potential of85 mV (Fig. 7A2; 102.88.7%, n8
ells, P0.76), produced modest facilitation with postsynap-
ic depolarization to 75 mV (111.26.3%, n8 cells,
0.12), and significant facilitation with further depolarization
o 65 mV (121.36.1%, n7 cells, P0.013). With DA
eceptor blockade (Fig. 7A1, Bottom), there was no signifi-
ant effect at 85 mV (Fig. 7A2; 97.36.6%, n6 cells,
0.68), modest inhibition at 75 mV (85.95.9%, n7
ells, P0.029), and significant inhibition at 65 mV (78.6
.4%, n6 cells, P0.0075). When plotted versus holding
otential, the DAT blockade and DA receptor inhibition ef-
ects mirrored each other (Fig. 7A2).
ig. 7. Postsynaptic facilitation was partly NMDA receptor mediated. (A
races of DAT blockade (nomifensine, 10 M, upper panels) or DA rec
otential of 85 mV (left panels) and 65 mV (right panels). EPSCs w
races in black. Five traces were averaged. (A2) Summary of DAT bloc
otentials of 85, 75 and 65 mV. Numbers of recorded cells are in
-test). (B) Postsynaptic facilitation was partly, but not entirely, due to NM
00 M, black trace) and DA receptor blockade followed by NMDA rec
race). All traces were recorded under 10 M nomifensine to enhanc
eceptor blockade effects (left) and NMDA and DA receptor blockade (right). Dat
and ** indicate P0.05 and P0.01 respectively (one sample t-test); † indicaWe then asked whether NMDA receptors might be cru-
ial for the postsynaptic facilitation. NMDA receptors also
ontrol insertion of D1 receptors at synaptic sites adding
urther to their potential to facilitate D1 actions (Scott et al.,
006). With DAT blockade under current clamp (maximal DA
onditions), the NMDA antagonist APV (100 M) reduced
PSP amplitude significantly (Fig. 7B; 79.13.2%, n6
ells, P0.021, one-sample t-test). However, blocking DA
eceptors produced a further reduction (to 71.06.1% of
ontrol, P0.0052, one-sample t-test). This further reduction
y DA antagonists was significantly different from APV alone
P0.040, n6 cells, paired t-test). Thus, NMDA receptor
ctivation contributes to the depolarization dependence of
he postsynaptic facilitation, but does not account fully for the
epolarization dependence.
oltage gated K channel closure is critical for
ostsynaptic facilitation
e have seen that DA facilitation of the VDNGR was
liminated by postsynaptic Cs, highlighting the crucial
ole for voltage-gated K channels, a subset of which are
nhibited by intracellular Cs (Hille, 2001). We analyzed
naptic depolarization enhanced DA-mediated facilitation. (A1) Sample
kade (10 M SCH2339010 M sulpiride, lower panels) at a holding
ed with 20 Hz stimulation. Control traces are shown in gray and drug
ct (closed circles) and DA receptor blockade (open circles) at holding
eses; * and ** indicate P0.05 and P0.01 respectively (one-sample
ptor activation. (B1) Sample traces of NMDA receptor blockade (APV,
ckade (100 M APV10 M SCH2339010 M sulpiride, thin black







e DA faca were obtained from the same sets of cells for both drug applications;





































































N. Chuhma et al. / Neuroscience 164 (2009) 1068–1083 1079he DA modulation further, examining whole cell K cur-
ents, first with a K-based intracellular solution (Fig. 8A)
nd then with a Cs-based intracellular solution (Fig. 8B).
ith normal intracellular K, the current-voltage relation-
hip showed both inward and outward rectification (Fig.
A). DA (10 M) reduced both inward and outward K
urrents. DA inhibited both inward rectifying currents mea-
ured at 120 mV (Fig. 8C; 56.510.3%, n7 cells,
0.0055) and outward currents measured at 10 mV
70.77.6%, n7 cells, P0.0087). In contrast, whole cell
 currents were mostly blocked with a Cs-based intra-
ellular solution, and DA had no further effect (Fig. 8B) on
ither inward (Fig. 8C; 105.712.4%, n7 cells, P0.66)
r outward currents (95.44.0%, n7 cells, P0.29).
hus, intracellular Cs blocked the K channels mediating
he postsynaptic DA facilitation. Taken together with our
revious observations, we would conclude that the postsyn-
ptic facilitation was due mainly to D1-mediated K channel
losure.
DISCUSSION
e have shown previously that the discrete signal con-
eyed by medial VTA DA neurons to their targets in the
entromedial nAcc shell consists of a fast excitatory gluta-
atergic response (Chuhma et al., 2004), the VDNGR. We
ow show that the majority of DA neurons are immunore-
ctive for VGLUT2, providing a molecular basis for the
otransmission. Pharmacological isolation of the actions of
A neuron axons in the nAcc reveals no subsecond DA
ctions, showing that fast transmission in the mesoventro-
edial projection is solely glutamatergic. The VDNGR
hows frequency-dependent facilitation. At tonic firing fre-
uency D2-mediated presynaptic inhibition and D1-medi-
ted postsynaptic facilitation are counterbalanced and so
here is no net modulatory effect. At burst-firing frequency,
ostsynaptic facilitation dominates and coreleased DA
ugments the VDNGR. The postsynaptic facilitation is both
MDA-receptor dependent and mediated by closure of K
hannels.
lutamate cotransmission by medial VTA DA
eurons
A neuron glutamate cotransmission has been controver-
ial. In our initial study of the mesoaccumbens slice prep-
ration, we argued that local perfusion of the VTA with
uinpirole, which reduces the excitatory response, was
ue to D2-mediated inhibition of DA neurons (Chuhma et
l., 2004). This was predicated on restricted expression of
2 receptors in DA neurons in the VTA, but more recent
tudies have identified non-DA VTA neurons expressing
2 receptors (Margolis et al., 2006, 2008). These non-DA
eurons, however, do not appear to project to the ventro-
edial nAcc, as the mesoventromedial projection is almost
xclusively DAergic (Ikemoto, 2007).
Glutamatergic neurons are identified by VGLUT ex-
ression (Takamori et al., 2000), so the aforementioned
tudies questioning the significance of VGLUT2 expres-
ion in DA neurons argue against cotransmission. Evi- cig. 8. Postsynaptic DA facilitatory effects were triggered by voltage
ated K channel closure. Whole cell K currents were recorded
nder voltage clamp with K-gluconate (A) or Cs-gluconate based
nternal solution (B) at a holding potential of 80 mV, and a series of
0 mV step pulses (300 ms) were delivered. Amplitudes of whole cell
 currents were measured from the average amplitude of the last 20
s of the step pulses. Current-voltage relationships of K currents
nder control conditions (open circles) and after application of 10 M
A (closed diamonds) are shown. Inset shows sample traces recorded
t 140 to 40 mV, with 20 mV steps under control conditions (upper
races) and after DA application (lower traces). (C) DA effects on
lateau K current amplitude with K-gluconate based pipette solution
open bars) and Cs-gluconate based pipette solution (closed bars) at
120 mV (left 2 bars) and10 mV (right 2 bars). Numbers of recorded


















































































































N. Chuhma et al. / Neuroscience 164 (2009) 1068–10831080ently, discrepancies in the evidence could be due to limits
n detecting low-abundance VGLUT2 message, or in difficul-
ies in detecting VGLUT2 protein that is rapidly trafficked
way from the cell body to synaptic sites. Immunocyto-
hemical evidence could also be compromised by agonal
lutamate release, and the redistribution of VGLUT2-con-
aining vesicles to the plasmalemma, where their fluores-
ence would be difficult to distinguish from the fluores-
ence of VGLUT2 afferent terminals.
To address VGLUT2 expression in DA neurons, we
sed a perfusion/fixation procedure maintaining continu-
us glutamate blockade that we have shown previously
aintains cellular localization of glutamate immunoreactiv-
ty (Sulzer et al., 1998). After validating our immunostain-
ng procedure in its faithful recapitulation of staining in
rain regions with more robust VGLUT2 expression, we
xamined double staining in the VTA and found that in
uvenile mice the majority of DA neurons were immunore-
ctive for VGLUT2, and in adult mice about half of DA
eurons were immunoreactive for VGLUT2. This reduction
ives with the recognized developmental trajectory in
GLUT2 expression (Mendez et al., 2008). While we did
nd some glutamatergic (TH/VGLUT2) neurons in both
uvenile and adult mice, given the numbers of axons that
re severed in the preparation of the mesoaccumbens
lice, it seems improbable that this minority of cells could
ediate the VDNGR. Moreover, available evidence sug-
ests that these neurons project to cortex, as has been
hown by retrograde labeling (Hur and Zaborszky, 2005).
inally, we have found that the VDNGR is nearly elimi-
ated in mice with a DAT-driven conditional knockout of
GLUT2 in DA neurons (Hnasko, unpublished observa-
ions). Taken together these observations argue that what
e term the VDNGR is indeed due to DA neuron glutamate
otransmission.
hysiological nature of mesoaccumbens
otransmission
TA DA neuron stimulation elicited no fast DAergic re-
ponses in MSNs. Since DA is widely viewed as a modu-
atory transmitter, a fast response would not be expected.
onetheless, focal VTA stimulation elicits a DA mediated
ubsecond IPSC in DA neurons (Beckstead et al., 2004,
007), and indeed DA neurons do make inhibitory DAergic
onnections with other DA neurons (Vandecasteele et al.,
008). However in the nAcc shell, even when we activated
A neuron axons by local stimulation (at the border of the
Acc) and enhanced DA action by DAT blockade, subsec-
nd synaptic responses were not seen. Thus, DA neurons
ppear to have different synaptic actions at their local and
rojection synapses. Possibly this is due to differential
-protein coupling of D2 receptors in DA neurons versus
arget neurons (viz. Koyrakh et al., 2005). In target areas,
A appears to act via modulation of other fast transmitters,
ncluding glutamate cotransmission in the mesoventrome-
ial DA projection. Consistent with this, ultrastructural ob-
ervations in the nAcc indicate that DA neuron varicosities
identified by TH immunoreactivity) with synaptic special-
zations are immunoreactive for VGLUT2 suggesting that ihe bona fide synapses of DA neurons in the nAcc are
lutamatergic (Descarries et al., 2008). Taken together
ith these ultrastructural observations, it seems likely that
he frequency dependence of DA modulation of the
DNGR that we have observed involves DA release from
ultiple varicosities proximate to the subset with glutama-
ergic actions.
DA had opposing pre- and postsynaptic actions on the
DNGR. Like the cortical afferent input to the nAcc and
triatum (Bamford et al., 2004; Brady and O’Donnell, 2004,
oto and Grace, 2005), as well as D2 autoreceptor inhi-
ition of DA release (Benoit-Marand et al., 2001; Phillips et
l., 2002; Schmitz et al., 2002), the VDNGR showed D2-
ediated presynaptic inhibition. Application of DA or DA
gonists to nAcc MSNs produces mostly depolarization or
acilitatory effects via modulation of voltage-gated K
hannels (Hopf et al., 2003; Perez et al., 2006). While we
bserved that bath application of DA typically produced a
low depolarization of 2–3 mV, CNQX blocked all the
ynaptic responses evoked by VTA stimulation. Even after
A effects were enhanced by DAT blockade, no direct DA
euron mediated depolarization was evident. This discrep-
ncy probably reflects the difference between bath-applied
A and synaptically released DA. Synaptically released
A is more spatially and temporally restricted (Cragg and
ice, 2004); moreover, we estimate that our focal stimu-
ation of the VTA activates just a few neurons (Chuhma et
l., 2004), which would accentuate the difference between
ath application and synaptic release. In contrast to DA mod-
lation in the cortex or cortical input to the nAcc (Benoit-
arand and O’Donnell, 2008), DA modulation of VTA glu-
amate transmission was mature at 3 weeks of age, and
id not differ significantly between near physiological tem-
eratures and room temperature, at which we conducted
ost of the experiments.
Facilitation was mediated by postsynaptic D1 receptor
ctivation. However, in about 15% of MSNs the VDNGR
howed no frequency facilitation. We observed a similar
ncidence in perforated-patch recordings, arguing against
ashout effects. More likely, differences in DA receptor
xpression (Nicola et al., 2000) account for the non-re-
ponsive population. In the nAcc shell in adult mice, 47–
3% of MSNs solely express D1 receptors, 36–43% ex-
ress solely D2 receptors and 17% co-express both D1
nd D2 receptors, indicating that 64–70% of MSNs should
how D1 responsivity (Bertran-Gonzalez et al., 2008),
hich is not too different from what we observed. We found
hat 25% of MSNs showed no D1-mediated depolariza-
ion with bath application of DA. These MSNs presumably
acked D1 receptors, and thus the substrate for postsyn-
ptic DA facilitation. When a D2 agonist was added to a
reviously applied D1 agonist, 50% of the recorded cells
howed further facilitation, presumably due to coactivation
f D1 and D2-like receptors, which can synergistically
rigger closure of slow A channels (Hopf et al., 2003).
ince our sample size was small compared to the anatom-
cal study of Bertran-Gonzalez et al. (2008), some diver-
ence would be expected. In D1 and D2 BAC transgenics








































































































N. Chuhma et al. / Neuroscience 164 (2009) 1068–1083 1081re fluorescently labeled (Shuen et al., 2008). Thus, the
umbers obtained in the anatomical study could be an
nderestimate. Considering these factors, the proportion
f MSNs we observed with D1 actions is consistent with
he anatomical data. The variation in postsynaptic DA ac-
ions presumably reflects the heterogeneous subpopula-
ions of MSNs expressing D1 and D2 family receptors or
oth.
DA modulation of the VDNGR was evident only with
igh-frequency firing. At lower firing frequencies, the D2
resynaptic inhibition and postsynaptic D1 facilitation were
ounterbalanced and there was no net effect. DA neurons
re spontaneously in the slice, which could contribute to
onic DA effects. However, there was no DA effect with
ngoing 0.2 Hz stimulation, indicating that tonic DA effects
ere not significant in the mesoaccumbens slice prepara-
ion. Therefore, we would argue that the DA effects we
bserved were due to evoked DA release. When DA neu-
ons fire tonically, the DA concentration in the striatum is
niformly low (Venton et al., 2003), but when DA neurons
urst, DA release in target areas reaches much higher
oncentrations than would be expected from extrapolation
ased on spike number (Suaud-Chagny et al., 1992). This
hort-lasting high concentration of DA presumably ex-
eeds autoreceptor-selective DA concentrations and acts
ostsynaptically to enhance facilitation, overwhelming pre-
ynaptic inhibition, resulting in net facilitation.
Contrary to observations in dorsal striatum slices,
hich lack the in vivo (Venton et al., 2003) frequency-
ependent build-up of released DA (Cragg and Rice,
004), nAcc slices show frequency-dependent DA build-up
Zhang and Sulzer, 2004; Zhang et al., 2009a). The same
s likely to be the case for measurements in the nAcc in the
esoaccumbens slice. The combination of fast glutama-
ergic transmission and short lasting DA release with dif-
erent actions on pre- and postsynaptic sites enables DA
euron bursting to transmit a fast excitatory signal with
ntrinsic signal enhancement specific to burst firing.
ossible role of the VDNGR
he VDNGR introduces a fast and coincident excitation to
he signaling of DA neurons that encodes temporally pre-
ise signals (Chuhma et al., 2004; Lavin et al., 2005;
apish et al., 2007). The discovery that DA facilitates the
DNGR specifically at burst firing frequencies uncovers a
ew mechanism through which DA neurons may modulate
otivated behavior. Bursts of DA neuron activity in re-
ponse to a conditioned stimulus (CS) provide incentive
alience value to such signals and facilitate the perfor-
ance of learned behaviors (Berridge, 2007; Zweifel et al.,
008). Indeed, phasic firing of VTA DA neurons seems to
e sufficient to induce behavioral conditioning (Tsai et al.,
009). The frequency-dependent DA-mediated enhance-
ent of the VDNGR could specifically attribute motiva-
ional value to the CS. Phasic DA, through D1 receptor
ctivation, could potentiate the VDNGR in a subset of nAcc
hell neurons facilitating appropriate actions directed to-
ards salient predictive events. The DA-facilitated VDNGR
ould thus contribute to the generation of “motivationalagnets” enhancing the activating properties of the CS
Berridge, 2007), while tonic DA would mediate the effort in
einforcement-seeking behaviors (Salamone et al., 2007).
he VDNGR may thus be crucial for the development of
he neural representation of the motivational value of
he CS.
DA modulation of the VDNGR may be important in
sychostimulant addiction. Nomifensine, which like am-
hetamine and cocaine acts on the DAT, selectively en-
anced the VDNGR at burst-firing frequency. Frequency-
ependent enhancement of the VDNGR could amplify the
otivational value of drug-associated cues, and facilitate
rug-seeking behaviors. For example, conditioned place
reference (CPP) to cocaine was impaired in transgenic
ice lacking phasic DA neuron firing (Engblom et al.,
008; Zweifel et al., 2008). DA deficient mice can still show
PP to cocaine (Hnasko et al., 2007) suggesting that the
pared DA neuron signal, namely the VDNGR may con-
ribute to CPP to psychostimulants. The VDNGR may thus
lay a role in attributing incentive salience value to drug-
ssociated cues.
An additional possibility is that VGLUT expression in
ynaptic vesicles enhances the storage of cotransmitters
Gras et al., 2008); thus, the more extensive expression of
GLUT2 in the ventromedial projection might increase
eleasable DA stores in mesoventromedial DA neurons.
hether it is directly coincident DA-glutamate release or
GLUT2-enhanced DA storage, the VDNGR or VGLUT2
xpression could make the ventromedial DA neurons es-
ecially vulnerable to psychostimulant-induced neuroplas-
icity, and thus be the starting point for the spiral of psy-
hostimulant-induced changes associated with the devel-
pment of the addicted state (Everitt and Robbins, 2005;
kemoto, 2007).
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